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TotalRecall Press, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Marina and Dan: An Ancient Egyptian Adventure by Jeff and Jacqi
Lovell Two teen-agers, Marina and Dan, find the ordinary start to their school day suddenly
becomes anything but that. Transported into the land of ancient Egypt just as Pharaoh s army is
pursuing the Jewish people fleeing towards the Red Sea after leaving Egypt, they are able to join a
couple the charioteers in the chase. Just as they are close to catching up with the hoard of Israelites
stopped at the edge of the Red Sea, Marina and Dan are whisked back into their own world. Now
they are faced with an opportunity and a decision that could change their lives forever. Continuing
on with this adventure through the use of a magic medallion they become a part of history no one
else in our time has ever been privileged to witness. During the adventures that follow, they meet
Moses and Aaron. They witness the giving of the law in the desert and experience first-hand the
evening of the first Passover. They also observe the plagues suffered by the Egyptians...
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Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Isobel Heller  MD-- Pr of . Isobel Heller  MD

It is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in an extremely simple way and is particularly
only right after i finished reading this ebook where actually changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- O r in B lick-- O r in B lick
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